UNLOCKING GLOBAL TRADE:
FROM DIGITISATION TO DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS

INTRODUCTION
Maintaining the status quo of trade finance is no longer
an option as new entrants are able to offer customers
flexible options at lower costs compared to traditional
operating models. In this brief paper, we discuss how
current and emerging technologies can significantly
enhance the efficiency and profitability of global trade,
whist providing a fast and accessible customer centred
experience. Our five phased approach will allow banks
to unlock these benefits and secure their place in the
future of global trade.
In 2017, $13.6 trillion of global trade flows were
supported by some form of credit, insurance or
guarantee. However, this value only accounts for
80 percent of total global trade flows, with many
applications denied by banks due to KYC or profitability
concerns. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
are disproportionately rejected in these instances.
Many of these missed opportunities can be attributed to
outdated operating models within financial institutions,
which are reliant on manual paper-based information
capture and transfer. This not only impinges upon
profitability for financial institutions, it also makes trade
financing slow, complex, and costly for customers.
As new entrants to the market are offering more flexible
trade financing options at lower costs, technology
has become the most credible vehicle for reforming
the traditional trade financing industry. Within this

whitepaper we outline our vision for international
trade to be conducted quickly with a single customer
interaction. We describe how current and emerging
technologies can be combined to create digital
platforms capable of reducing the speed and cost of
the current trade financing process, whilst offering
greater transparency, security, and ease of regulatory
oversight.
To realise this vision, we have developed an approach to
reforming the current market, with each phase offering
enhanced efficiency and profitability:
1. Digitisation of information capture and internal
transfer
2. Automated risk calculation and product matching
3. Industry wide collaboration
4. Interinstitutional platform integration
5. Distributed ledger technology
These steps will each provide benefits to both financial
institutions and customers engaged with trade
financing, whilst creating new growth opportunities
within developing and SME markets. Using a
technologically supported approach will allow banks
to enhance the customer experience and secure their
place in the future of global trade.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
Up to 80 percent of annual global trade flows are
facilitated by some sort of credit, insurance or
guarantee (1). However, in many cases the developing
and SME markets have been underserved, especially
following the global financial crash of 2008 (2). This
has led to a trade financing gap, global trade not
backed by some form of financing, of $1.5 trillion in
2017 which disproportionately impacts the SME market
(3). This gap is often attributed to the prohibitively long
timescale and financial costs of attaining a credit facility
for international trade, leading many SMEs to opt for
much riskier open account trading (4). This high cost is
a reflection of the time consuming, and often manual
processes which must be undertaken by financial
institutions in order to suitably verify their clients and
insure their operations.
When investigating reasons for rejection KYC concerns
and a low profitability potential account for 44 percent
of failed requests for SMEs (5). There are approximately
four billion paper documents in circulation supporting
this system of information exchange (1). An overreliance
upon manual, paper-based processes strain scalable
profits, as efficiency losses contribute to an inability to
adequately perform due diligence upon small clients.
In addition to internal efficiency issues, profitability
potential is also impeded by increasing regulatory
burdens, which introduce further manual overheads
and bottlenecks into the process (6). These factors
contribute to traditional trade finance often providing
a customer experience which is complex, slow and
expensive, generally making it the preserve of large
businesses.
In response to the trade finance gap there have been
new entrants to the market. This includes logistics and
freight forwarding companies such as Maersk and UPS,
who have begun offering advances to allow smaller

importers and exporters to manage cash flows with
minimal paperwork, and flexible collateral requirements
(7) (8).
In addition to offerings of new financial products,
existing trade financing processes are on the cusp of
being revolutionised using digital technologies such as
distributed ledger technology (DLT) (9). In 2018, HSBC
used a Corda’s DLT platform to issue a letter of credit
within 24 hours, rather than the typical 5-10 days, to
facilitate a bulk agricultural shipment from Argentina to
Malaysia. This system allowed all parties to be linked
to the transaction on a single platform, making it
considerably faster, as well as being more transparent
and secure than the existing process (10). Following
successful proof of concept trades, there has been
increasing interest in incorporating DLT into global
trading.
This includes an announcement from the global
interbank cooperative, SWIFT, that they would be
working with Corda through 2019 to trial moving their
global payments onto a DLT platform (11).
As these trial exercises with digital technologies become
increasingly frequent, it has become apparent that
leading financial institutions must embrace innovation
or risk losing their share of the potentially lucrative
trade financing market (12). As the industry has been
so resistant to change, new entrants to the market are
attempting to offer customer focused financial products
in an attempt to bypass turgid manual processes.
Digitisation, including the use of DLT are the current
incumbents’ best chance to reform an archaic market.
Those who commit to driving change could lead the
market and shape the future of international trade.
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FUTURE VISION
Improvements to the technological capabilities in
trade finance will fundamentally change the way that
customers and other stakeholders engage with the
process. As an increasing number of small businesses
are attempting to access the global trade ecosystem,
banks must ensure their offerings become faster,
cheaper, and considerably more scalable. To meet
these needs Capco has outlined a vision which will
allow businesses of any size to tailor a trade financing
product to their needs in a single interaction.

customer needs effectively, and therefore digitisation
has become a key priority. However, there are a number
of operational challenges which must be addressed to
deliver such an extensive change.
• Trade finance is over-reliant upon paper for information transfer and storage
• Any innovation must satisfy regulatory requirements
• There is considerable risk to innovating alone in
such an interconnected ecosystem
• End-to-end process innovation will incur a significant operational cost

KEY CHALLENGES
Many financial institutions already recognise that
current processes in trade finance no longer service

The phased strategy outlined by Capco was developed
to provide a pathway to innovation, whilst addressing
the key challenges outlined above.

PHASE 2
AUTOMATION
Automation of manual internal
functions such as completion
of documentation product
matching and basic risk
assessment.

PHASE 1
DIGITALISATION
Conversion of trade financing
systems to a digital format and
automation of internal
information exchange.

PHASE 4
FULLY INTEGRATED PLATFORM
Development of a platform for
the exchange of information
and services between trade
participants.

PHASE 3
CONSORTIUM DEVELOPMENT
A collaborative consortium
approach to trade finance can
improve harmonisation across
the industry.

PHASE 5
FULL DLT SYSTEM
All trade participants have
access to a DLT platform. All
key events are automatically
recorded and verified.
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1. PHASE ONE
The first step to innovating trade finance must be
the adoption of a clear digitisation strategy. This will
require the conversion of any information currently
stored or transferred as physical copies to a digital
format. Digitisation will ensure that key data, such
as information related to the trade counterparties, or
the purchasing and invoicing documentation can be
collated into a single centralised storage solution.
All of the proposed technologies for attaining the
digitisation of the trade financing process are currently
in commercial use. Optical character recognition (OCR)
and machine learning can be used to extract text from
scanned paper documents and determine a new digital
structure. This can be used to address information from
new trades and convert data from previous transactions.
With a clear structure for how information should be
collected and stored, customers can begin interacting
with the bank using secure digital messaging services,
which will automatically capture key information within
a centralised data storage solution. This system will
allow relevant staff within the bank to instantly access
information to execute key trade events, such as the
issuance of a letter of credit and the authorisation of
payments.

Following phase one of this process significant amounts
of trade finance information should have been digitised,
making it easily available for algorithmic analysis. These
large datasets can be studied to develop classifying
models capable of instantly matching customers to
the most appropriate financing product, enabling their
relationship managers to work on tailoring products
to fit the needs of the bank and the customer. By
integrating the product matching tool to a chatbot, it will
also be possible to automatically onboard customers in
a single interaction, with all of the relevant information
instantly available for a member of staff to approve the
transaction.
Machine learning can also be used to automatically
produce a risk overview of perspective trades, by
comparing it with historical data, taking in to account
the company history and sector, and the regions
involved in the transaction. This will speed up the
current manual risk assessment process and allow the
bank to ensure that its exposure is within its current
risk appetite. By automating both product matching
and risk assessment a suggested trade financing
solution can be instantly approved by a relationship
manager with a single customer interaction. Providing
these services could be used as a basis for innovative
financial institutions to make significant inroads into the
SME market.

2. PHASE TWO
The second phase of the proposed transformation
should free relationship managers within the bank from
performing manual, repetitive tasks. This will allow them
to focus their time on performing actions which cannot
be executed effectively by a computer, like winning
new work, or taking decisions based on a nuanced
understanding of their field. This will be achieved by
developing product matching and risk screening tools
using machine learning.

3. PHASE THREE
The previous two phases were conceived to confer
business benefits in isolation, however, to innovate the
trade finance ecosystem cooperation across many
institutions and stakeholders is a necessity. This will
require a consortium of key stakeholders from the
banking, insurance, logistics, and import/export sectors to
work together developing short, medium, and long-term
goals.
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The initial focus of reforming trade financing should line
up with the first phase of the process outlined in this
whitepaper; addressing the opacity and complexity of
the current system by standardising digital information
capture and transfer at key points during the trade
lifecycle. Agreement on data structure and sharing
will reduce the inefficiencies surrounding the flow of
information in the trade ecosystem. Whilst individual
organisations can improve their internal processes
to create a more efficient and cost-effective service,
innovating trade finance will require a collaboration
across the entire value chain. By working together,
all participants can be confident their partners are all
working towards a common goal.

4. PHASE FOUR
This step addresses the necessity for customers to
provide their details to multiple entities in a repetitive
back and forth exchange of information. By utilising
the automatic product matching and risk calculation
processes discussed in phase two, and the trade
consortium it will be possible to develop open APIs to
facilitate the secure exchange of customer details to
automatically structure all aspects of the trade. Banks
will be able to send the prospective trade details to
other service providers, such as insurers or freight
forwarding companies, who will send back their best
offers for the client. This will allow banks to structure
and price an end to end trade solution with a single
client interaction.
An advanced trade finance platform has obvious
benefits to customers. Firstly, an automated structuring
capability will make it easier and faster for customers
to satisfy their need to complete a trade with minimal
effort. Customers or agents acting on the behalf of
customers will no longer need to communicate back

and forth with different stakeholders, reducing the
time and effort required to structure and complete a
trade. A simpler and faster customer experience will
also assist in reducing barriers to trade by making the
process more accessible to companies who do not
have staff with international trade experience. These
improvements in customer experience will provide
banks with the opportunity to expand their customer
base, and by creating a single-entry point to trade
finance, banks will secure their position as the gateway
to international trade.

5. PHASE FIVE
Offering an integrated trade finance platform for deal
creation and structuring will allow all participants
to organise their operations with greater precision.
Automated product matching and risk management
tools will create an attractive, customer orientated
proposition. Using technology, operational and
staffing overheads in trade finance can be reduced,
and services can be provided faster. However, even
further improvements can be made to the financing
process by considering how technology can improve
communication and process efficiency as a trade is
executed. It is here that distributed ledger technology
(DLT) can further improve trade finance.
We envisage an integrated platform which uses DLT to
provide smart contracts- an accurate and trustworthy
way to automatically track and progress a trade in real
time. Standard trade events, such as payment upon
presentation of the bill of lading can be coded into the
contract, executing it automatically. Each participant will
be able to inform all others when they have completed
their aspect of the deal, enabling end to end tracking
and seamless progression of the entire trade. Using
a DLT platform will benefit all of the stakeholders in
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a trade, as they can have confidence that processes
have been completed by other entities, and that goods,
payments, and services will be executed in a timely
manner.

global trade data to gain key business insights. Such
information could assist banks when making important
decisions such as where to invest trade financing
capital to maximise yields.

A DLT platform will also provide banks much greater
visibility over their own capital and risk positions. In
addition, because DLT provides verified information,
this can be used as an invaluable source of structured

DLT solutions offer a unique analysis proposition and
a way to further reduce time delays and inefficiencies,
providing banks opportunities to increase trade
profitability.

BLOCK CANDIDATE
IMPORTER

Contract Terms Agreed

EXPORTER

Goods Shipped
Payment Executed

FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS

Goods Recieved

LOGISTICS

BLOCK (unconfirmed)
BLOCK (sanjkggsh98vs)
BLOCK (92mb4bm2)
BLOCK (hjszvbfd789vv)
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CONCLUSION
At present, trade finance provides a lending proposition
which encapsulates traditional banking practices. Paper
based information exchange, a complex and fractured
ecosystem and manual processes have prevented
trade finance innovating. As a result, trade finance can
be slow and inaccessible to all but the largest corporate
customers. In response to issues in trade finance,
market disruptors are increasingly challenging the role
of banks in the process by providing more attractive
customer propositions.
In this paper, Capco has described a vision to the future
where technology can direct trade finance towards
being simple and fast for customers, yet scalable and
profitable for banks. To practically implement our vision,
we have identified and broken down the key phases

of digitisation, automated risk and product matching,
facilitating collaboration, marketplace development and
DLT rollout to realise change. For each phase, we have
also described how technologies can be combined and
implemented to realise bank and customer benefits.
Maintaining the status quo of trade finance is no longer
an option. However, using technology, banks have a
window of opportunity to not just resolve issues in trade
finance but to add value to the process. As we look to
the future, banks who do not respond to the changing
landscape will be disrupted. But those who commit to
realising fast, accessible and customer centred trade
financing will be rewarded with market leading status
and the ability to shape and grow international trade as
the world changes over the next century.
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